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Interprété par Schwein.

In time the curtain will be torn Tonight, I come to be an emperor 
 I consumed allnight up in tasty liquor and your flesh 
 Remainig half mad May God Bless Glory Light on Us 
 
 Humbly meanly I am sucking you 
 In this world falling liquor, fascinating flesh and you 
 Humbly meanly I am sucking you 
 
 Your name is Margarita dancing with the God of Death 
 
 It's an antique called guilt Drink it up at a time 
 Your cortex is being torn off 
 Both I and you are fuckin' beast 
 
 Delight, It is a fool dream The eddy of killing and lust 
 Crazily I dance with scattering liquor around 
 Remaining half mad May God Bless Darkness Collapse on the empire 
 
 It's an antique called guilt Drink it up at a time 
 Your cortex is being torn off 
 Both I and you are fuckin' beast 
 Both I and you are fuckin' beast 
 What a cute little PIG ! 
 
 I am fat I am thick dripping from your lips 
 You are quick and so young 
 Sometimes I give bent sometimes straight 
 Time grants you thousands and heals all my wounds 
 
 You've done the crime 
 Now take the time 
 Lie right back and praise the schwein 
 Emptiness that fills my cud 
 But I will keep on banging up 
 You know the captain he drunk 
 Of this ship that is now sunk 
 
 Lard lips liquor 
 Lard lips and I'll lick ya baby 
 
 In time the curtain will be torn 
 
 Humbly meanly I am sucking you 
 In this world falling liquor, fascinating flesh and you 
 
 Your name is Margalita dancing with the God of Death 
 It's an antique called guilt Drink it up at a time 
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 Delight, It is a fool dream The eddy of killing and lust 
 Crazily I dance with scattering liquor around 
 Remaining half mad May God Bless Darkness Collapse on the empire 
 
 
 Japanese to English translation credit to Maejima 
 German to English translation credit to Stephanie
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